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ABSTRACT
` A	 glancing	 incidence	 x-ray	 microscope	 using	 a
confocal hyperboloid-ellipsoid mirror has been designed to
F
couple	 optically	 a	 Wolter	 I	 telescope	 (SKYLAB,	 ATM
a	
- experiment	 5-056	 optics)	 to	 a	 CCD	 focal	 plane	 detector.
Both
	
the	 RMS	 spot	 size	 and	 the	 point	 spread	 function
calculations	 have	 been	 used	 tr	 evaluate	 the	 resolution,
defocusing	 and	 vignetting
	
effects	 of	 the	 system
	 for
u
microscope	 focal	 lengths	 of	 1,	 1.5	 and	 2	 meters	 and	 for
magnifications	 varying
	
from	 2	 to	 10x.	 For	 the	 specific
y application	 with
	
the	 S-056	 telescope,	 a	 2	 meter,	 8x
microscope	 with	 a	 fabrication	 ratio	 of	 the	 microscope
s
mirror	 length	 to	 the	 inner
	
diameter	 at
g ^ hyperboloid-ellipsoid intersection of 2.5 has been designed
n to	 be	 used	 with	 a	 thinned,	 back	 illuminated	 CCD detector
t array	 with	 320	 x	 512,	 30	 micron	 pixels.	 The	 system
provides sub-arc second	 resolution over a field of view of
2 arc minutes.	 B optimizing the microscopey P 	 9	 e mirrorP
lengths, the vignetting effects have beenM _reduced such that
the energy transfer from the entrance pupil to the image
lane exceeds 20% at 2 arc minutes off axis and 40% at 1
r,t
t	 arc minute off axis.
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' I .	 INTRODUCTION
' There has been considerable progress in glancing
incidence x-ray	 optics	 during	 the	 past	 two	 decades,	 since
the	 first	 flight	 of	 a	 Wolter	 I	 telescope 3 ,	 used	 to
photograph the sun in x-ray, aboard an Aerobee rocket. 17
 An
interesting summary of activities in the field thru 1978 is
given	 in Ref.18.	 Subsequent work consisted of putting
	
into
{ orbit	 the Einstein X-Ray Observatory with
	 a	 resolution of
t
approximately	 4	 arc-;seconds, 1 9	 which	 was
	
configured	 with
four nested Wolter I telescopes. 	 Study plans are under way
{	 A to construct an Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF)
Cr
consisting of	 six . nested Wolter
	
I	 telescopes	 with	 a
r	 tt resolution goal of 0.5 arc-seconds. 20
 'There have been other
quests	 for	 high	 resolution	 (sub-arc	 second)	 in	 glancing
incidence	 x-ray	 optics. 11 	One	 such	 proposal	 consists	 of
Y	 S
locating	 a	 glancing	 incidence	 microscope	 near	 the	 focal
Ru
plane of a Wolter I telescope in order to magnify the image
t
to a CCD array. 11 , 21 , 22 ,2 3
 To date,_there has been no such
system made.	 However,	 the	 technological	 capabilities	 for
building	 glancing	 incidence
	
x-ray	 microscopes	 are
available. 4 , 8 , 9 , 10	 Thus,	 as	 part
	 of	 a	 proposal
	 to develop
an	 extended	 range	 x-ray	 telescope	 (ERXRT)	 funds have been
^# allocated
	
by	 Marshall	 Space	 Flight	 Center	 (MSFC)	 for	 the
idesign,	 analysis,
	 fabrication,	 and
	 testing
	
of	 a	 glancing''
incidence	 x-ray microscope	 to	 couple	 the	 radiation
	
from
	
a
Wolter I	 telescope
	 ( F056	 optics)	 to CCD array in order
	 to
E yield sub-arc second resolution over a field of view of ± 2
arc mins.
The	 present
	 report	 gives	 ( 1)	 the	 mathematical
equations
	 required
	 to	 ray	 trace	 a	 coupled
	 Wolter
	
I
x
telescope-microscope
	 system;
	 (2)	 a	 summary
	 of	 the
intrinsic microscope variables
	 p	 p
	 ;	 (3j	 RMS	 and	 o int	 s read
hi
function analyses;	 (A)	 optimization
	 of	 the	 microscope
system for coupling the S056 to theCCD arra y;p	
`^	
CC	 ;	 and	 (5)	 the
^.
design of	 the aperture
	 stops.	 Also,	 specific conclusions
and recommendations of this study are given.
a
w
,v
.2
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II. MA'T'HEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF ERXRT SYSVEM
A. Ray 'trace Equations for ERXRT
In	 this	 section,	 a	 summary	 of the	 mathematical
equations used fo r the ray trace an a lysis of the ERXRT will
be given.
	
Figure	 1* presents a. schematic 'view of the ERXRT
system.
	 The mirror surfaces P and H are the paraboloid and
hyperboloid surfaces of the $056, Wolter x telescope l - 3 of
the	 ERXRT	 system,	 and	 H'	 and	 C	 represent	 the
	
hyperboloid
and ellipsoid mirror surfaces of the converging microscope
located	 in	 the	 focal
	 plane	 of	 the Wolter I	 telescope.
Using	 the	 coordinate system set forth in Ref.l	 for	 the
Wolter	 I	 telescope	 it	 follows
	 that
	
the surface	 equations
for P and	 li are given by
x2 	 p (2z + p) (1)
	
i
Z = 
X2	
-	 --
2p	 2
for the paraboloid, and
(z-e)2	 x2
---^---	 -- —— = 1
(	 2)	 i
2
z= c + a
	 1+
*A11 Vi7,ures (1-41) are grouped together in pages 69 thzu m
3
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farfor	 the	 hype	 Whenrboloid.	 Sgs.1-2	 are used
3—dimensional.	 applications,
	 X is	 replaced	 by R =	 x2
y 2 ] 1 /2.	 The mirror surface parameters
	 for	 the x056 Wolter
T telescope were specified in the "Scope of Work" for	 this
{ contract and summarized below:
k
glancing angle, Om = 0.9160
Xp min = 4.792 896 48
1
Zp min
	 149.846 697i
Xp max = 4.868 790 7 j
Zp max = 154.631 134 5
L	 = 4.784	 437 7 x
Xh min - 4.576 677 6
Xh max = 4.792 896 48 a
Z 1 train = 145.353	 53 (3) 1
Z h max = 149.846 697
Lh	 =	 4.493, 167
a` a = 37.461	 664 4
b	 1.695 198 8
c = 37.500	 000
p = 0.076 631 56
ITa
1
4
}
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where all linear dimensiG.oz are in inches.
The microscope surface equations for H" and E in the
Wolter T coordinate system are for the hyperboloid,
z - 
zoH	 - X2	 1
AI3 
2	 B H 2 f b 1
where 2nH = FW + CH (4a)
C	 _ Tm sin(40m ) sn(20m')
2M si,n(40 m ') sin(40 m- 20m') (4b)
F sin(40m) rsin(40m)	 _ 1
AH (4c)2M sin(40
	 ') sin(48
	 -20
	
')
m m	 m
2 _	 2
BHA	
_ CH 2
- 
All (4d)
O	 'm	 Om r -1	 "lsin sin(40m) (4e)
M j
and for the ellipsoid
z _	 zo 2+	 x	 1
r (5)
A2
^^t... 2
where
o E = rw
_ 
rm + CE (5a)
5
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z
Frn
	
six (40m) r l 4, sin(40m)
E w = (5b)sin(40M') M sin(40, 20	 )
rm	
sin(40m)	 sin(20tr' )	 (5c)
'j _	 _
^sin(40,,2	 sin(40m')	 20mI)
z,	 2	 2	 (5d>BE	 A	 .. cc
Referring	 to	 Fig.2	 and	 Appendix	 A,	 one	 has	 the	 following
interpretations for variabl,?s appearing
	 in Egs.4-5:
r.
Fw = 2C,	 focal length of 8056, Wolter z telescope,
` Fm - distance along the optical axis from the
object	 point	 to	 the	 image
	
point
	
of	 the
microscope,
M = magnification of the microscope,
Om' = glancing angle	 t the intersection print of
H 1	 and E surfaces.
The
	 relationships given
	 by	 Egs.4a-e and
	 5a-d are	 based on
the assumptions that
(l)	 F l is the focus of H'
	 and E surfaces;
^. (2)	 F2 is
	 the second
	
focus of
	 Fi'
	
surface,
	 and F2	 is
also the primary focus of the Wolter I telescope;
a
,
04	 AA0
	
sin a i - cos ak
1	 (7)
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(3) F3 is the second focus of the E surface;
(4) the glancing angle of ray with H' and E surfaces
at the intersection point are equal.
Details of the derivation of Eqs.4-e and 5a-d are given in
Appendix A.
The coordinates of the intersection point of the H'
and E surfaces are also of interest and are given by
X*	
V M s in 
2 (40 M)	 Z*	 F . sin(80M)
M	 sin(40 
M 
1)	 W	 2M sin(40 M 1 )	 ( 6)
It is interesting to note that under the constraints given
above, the microscope surfaces are completely specified in
terms of r-ml M, and 0m.
Knowing the equations of each surface of the ERXRT
system, a ray trace can be done following established
methods. 5
 A summary of the ray trace equations whie--h have
been developed for ERXRT are given below. Assume the
incident ray with direction cosines
7
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strikes	 the	 entrance pupil	 (plane	 at Zo	 m	 Zpmax)	 at	 the
point	 (xopyotzo )	 of	 radius	 11 0
- C0	 +Y03	 1/2 ► 	 where
.
RpMin^Ro<Rpmax-
	
Then	 the	 ray	 strikes the	 paraboloid	 at
point	 (x lj yljzl) #
	which	 are	 obtained from	 the	 ray	 trace
equations
X1 - No
tan u
ZI (XI OYI) , 20 (8a)
Yl I-- Yo (8b)
where
z I (xi yl)	 (X,
2 
+ Y, 
2)
2p (80
1z,	 R,.
W,	 --ir- (8d)
Solving Eqs.Ba-c simultaneously for xl gives
2 tan a (xo_ z	 _
Ll -	 0 
tan a	
+
tan a	 2 1/2ton a +	 2P	 YO)
P
(tan a)/p (8e)
The direction cosines of 	 the	 reflected ray	 from	 (xlfyljzl)
is givon byG
A,	 Ao - 2 Ni (Ao- Ni) (9)
where tVl is the unit surface normal 	 to P and is given by
+
-cos	
wl	 .1 - sinN
+ 
DZI	
1 
1/2
( DR, )
8
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where	 tan hl =	 y l /x l The	 ray trace	 equations	 from
P(X1,YlPzl) to 11 ( x 2#Y2t z 2) surface are given by
X" -X,4. Alx (Ila)
'2 (x2' y 2 ) z l (xl lyl ) Alz
Y2 - Y I Aly (11b)
x2 - X1 Alx
where A	 AIx, l' A lz ^ direction cosines of Al,
z 2	 (x2' y2 ) C + a I + (x2 2 	 Y22)
 
+ Y2 (110
b 2
Solving	 Eqs.11a-c simultaneously for X2	 yields	 the
quadratic equation
2	 [A	 2 _x	 (a)22	 lz	 5- (A1x2 + A	
2
l 	 ly + x	 [-2x A	 22	 1 lz
+ 2 A	 A	 (Zlx	 lz	 I 2 A	 A	 Yl +lx	 ly 2( a )
2 
x A
	
2
b	 1 ly
+[-x	 A1	 lz + (z, 2c) A 1X ]
a ) 2	 2	 2_
T-	 [b A lx
2
^(x 1 A ly - YlAlx)	 1	 0
(12)
The appropriate solution of Eq.12	 for	 a Wolter I	 telescope
has a minimum distance	 from (xl,yl,zl) to	 (x2rY21z2) where( 2x	 ^ xl) Aly (12a)
Y	 Y	 +2	 l 	 A 1
2
z 2	 C + a	
(x2 + 2)	 azY 2 	 2 a R 2 (12b)
b2 ^R2 —+-IFb,/b- f 27
The direction cosines of the ray reflected from H are given
9
t	 Lirt
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by
A 2 t# Al - 2N 2 (A, * N2)	 (13)
where N 2 is the unit surface normal to H and is given by
-Cos	 (Dr,/O12,)('(Ysin (1) 2	 DR2) 'J^ + AkN 
1 + ( Dz 2 /DR2 ' 1	 (14)
4'.
where tan(fi2 
= Y2/x2-
The	 ray	 intercepts	 x 3 # Y 3 P z 3	 On
	
11 	 o f the
microscope associated with the reflected ray with direction
4.
cosines A2	 Eroiii	 1'1(x2fY2,z2)	 of	 the Wolter	 I	 telescope are
obtained by solving the ray trace equations
X3 	 x,	 A 2x (15a)
17 z A
3 ( "-'3 ,y 3 )	 '2(x2,y2)	 2z
Y 3 	 Y2	 A2 (15b)
^3	 ^2	 A 2x
where from Eq, 4 0e
.
surface equation of H	 can be Niritten as
2
3	 + Y3 
2 1/2
ra Z011 - Al,
1
	
°+- (15c)
B 2
L	 H
where
	
the
	 minus	 sign	 is	 used	 since	 %3<ZOII-	 Solving
E(.1s.15a-c	 for X3 yields	 the quadratic equation
A( H ),,
x 2	 2	 2	 2(A 2	 + A( A	 2 x	 2	 *t- x3 	1-2 X2A 2 z
3	 2z	 B
A P	 2	 2
-," )	 (A
+ 'A2.,A,,	 ,H("-2-z)	 Y-2y
(Eq - Con'td)
0
ti	 ^,
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2+ [ -x
2 
A
2z 
+ (z	 z2	 oH.-	 )A 2x ] 2 B	 N) [II 2A 22x + (x2 A2y -y2 A2x ) 2 0.
H	 (16)
The valid solution of Eg16 has the larger distance from
(x2.Y2 +z2) to (x3 ► Y3,,z3) where Y3, z3 are computed from
 Egs.15b-c. The direction cosines of the reflected ray from
H' are given by
A3 = A2 - 2N3 (A2 • N3 )	 (17)
where	
- az3 az
	
-cosq) DR,	 - sin q,3 ^R3 j + k
PJ3
7z3 2 1/2
`	
C + (DR3
 )	 (17a)
az3 	-A R3
aR3 F2—
+ R3
2
(17b)
tangy,
3 X3 (17c)
r
	
	 In similar manner, the ray intercepts (x4 ,y4 ,z4) on ,E of the
microscope follow fm-n the ray trace equations
f
';4- x3	 = A 3z4(x4,y4	
z3 (x3'y3 	 A3z	 (18a)
-
y4 y3 
_ A3
.,
	
	 ''4 - x3	 Aix	 (18b)
where from Eq. 5 the surface equation of E can. be
 written as
1
	
	
2	 2	 1/2
x4 + y4
z4 	 ?ol^ ± AI3 	 1
,
	
E	 (18c)
t
i
is	
i i
F1)	 l
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h
Ii The	 plus(+)	 sign	 is	 used	 in	 Eq.18c	 when	 the	 left half	 of
the ellipsoid corresponds to	 the mirror surface E,	 and	 the
minus(-)	 s ign	 is used in Eq . 18c when	 the right half of
	
the
ellipsoid corresponds to the mirror surface E. 	 That is,	 if
Z	
< ZdE
	
Then z4	 Zop _ AE [1 -	 (X4)/BE ] 1/2
(19a)
/
Z	 ^c a z	 Then	 z	 = z	 +	 I1 -	 (x2) /B 2 ] 1 L	 (19b.OE '
	4	 of	 AE	 4	 E	 )
u
F
It
	
is also possible that if Z* is slightly larger than z OE,
then it would be necessary to change signs in Eq.18c as one
f traced	 rays	 over	 the	 entrance pupil.	 Therefore,	 it	 is
interesting to know for what physical conditions
Z 	 _ Z
oE.	 (20a)
Simplifying	 Eq.20a	 from	 Egs.5a,	 5c,	 and	 6	 yields	 an
equation for M(Om)	 when Eq.20a holds:
i
[	 -
d
sin (80m) sin (40m - 20m) - 2M sin (4em)	 sin (40m - 20m)	 j
+ M sin (48m)
	
sin (2em)
	 = 0
	 (20b)
i
x
where Om'
	
is given by Eq.4e.	 A solution of Eq.20b is gi-en
_
_	 12	 w
lot
y.
tl	 by
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M M 	
sin (40m)
sin (40m) (20)
It	 is	 also	 interesting
	 to note	 that
	 the angle the
	 tangent
to E makes with respect to the Z-axis
	 is given by
Yn,	 40m - 30m (200
and 
	 YE	 implies	 that	 M	 is given	 by Eq.20. For	 the
S056, Wolter I telescope Om 0.916 0 and
M	 2.998. (20d)
to summarize these results:
r' or M < Ff	 Z OE > z and 
z4	 - AE
2	 21	 (x )/B1/2 (21a)OE 4	 E
(2)	 Por M > M	 z	 < z
OE
and
z	 Z	
+ AE4 or,
2	 2 1/211	 (x 4 )/B 1,11 (21b)
17
Now return	 to the ray trace equations of the NRXRT.
Solving
	 Egs-18a-c for	 x 4	 yields ,	the quadratic
equation
13
17
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.2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2
x 4 C A3z (E J	 >	 (A3x	 A3y)) x4 '2x3 A3z
	
+ 2A A x. -r )+ 2 A	 2A A y3x 3z 3
	
or
	 E / )	 3x 3y 3
- 2 (AE J BE )2	 A 2 ] + [-x^ A, + (z3 er) A ] 2
	
3y	 .^z	 3x
+(A, /
	 ) 2 I -%2 3xA 2 + ( , '3 A3y - y3 A3x > 2 ] = 0	 (22)
V
where Y4, zq are obtained from Egs.18b-c. 	 The direction
cosines of the reflected ray from E are given by
E	 '
X3 - 2 N4 (A3  N4 )	 (23)
w
where
C 	 ^
-cosy aR i -sin k 8R j + lc
4
[1+(R )2]1/24	 (23a)
8R	
T-A i2 / (
	 ( 2 - R2 1/2>	 for z, < zd 1}.
	
E 4
	
^	 ^	 ^	 4	 of	 (23b)
tan ^ 4 x4
§z	 4	 (23c)
Then the ray intercepts with the focal plane are cjiven by
E	 z5 F -- Vm + AZ
x5 x4 + (Z5 - z4) A4x / A4z
Y -Y + (z - z) A / A	 245	 4	 5	 4 4y	 4z	 ( )
Eli
r[
E
f
where 6Z corresponds to the <
from the axial focal point.
\ ^
\ .,
r
^^ \\
{ ^	 .
.{. .	 .	 .	 ..
^! ^
^},^^ \\ © d d\22\^
,16
..........
I	 I
B. RMS Blur Circle ' Equations
Since the ray intercepts with the image plane
result from a complicated, aberrated emerging wavefront
for off-axis incident radiation, it is conventional to
consider that the ray intercepts are randomly distributed
over the image plane and to use statistical methods for
analyzing the ray intercepts with the image plane, or spot
diag rain.
The ray trace equation is used to calculate the root
mean, square deviation around the average image point that
represents the ray intercepts over the image plane for all
rays passing through the ERXRT over the whole aperture,
i.e., the FMS blur radius or RMS of the spot diagram.?
Since the spot diagram for non-zero, off-axis angles
has no rotational symmetry about any axis parallel to the
optical axis, it is necessary to define in some way how to
compute the radius of the spot diagram.
O=INA,,L RAGE IS
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Suppose	 (X' ► 	 Y')	 represents	 the	 coordinates	 of the
intersection point of an arbitrary ray striking the nominai
fi
p focal plane,	 Z'	 =	 0.	 Then	 the	 ray coordinates	 on the
optimum image plane are given by
XT M X'	
(i) + 7
ndx1A (i) (25a)
r
a
yr 	 X' W + 7,minB (i) (25b)
6 rn
where	 A (i)	 = A4x/A4zi	 B (i)	 = A4y/A4xr	 and	 Aq	 is	 the unit
vector	 of	 the	 direction	 of	 the	 reflected	 ray	 toward the
focal plane.
	 Z min	 i s 	 the distance	 from true	 nominal	 image
plane to the optimum plane.
The average over N rays of Egs.25a-b is given as
t
min
Y	 X` -}- Z	 B
min
(26)
f
e
where
7
N	 N
Xi 
£ XZ 
u)	 >	 YI	 N E Y (a ).
r X	
E	
X	 ._	
N
...
f
^	 1=1
PF
N
A -	 E	 A3xC U	A3z(i)	 AuldN
1
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X A (i) /A
N N 3y	 3z
If one defines the least square et
N
2 
17	 (XI (j)e	 RI)2 + (yj(j)
^nid N
2 2
Eq-27 can be rearranged as
2	 2
e (Zan) m a Ztnin + b 'min + c
where
N
a	 X (A	 2 + B	 2) - x2 - N 2
	
N i.1 W	 W
2 N
b	 F, M 
	
+ Y1 (j) B (j) 2 (R'K4:Y- 'W A() 
C N
	
(X1 
2 M 
+Y 1 2 W
	
2
(e 2 ) has a ininimum with respect to Zmin
(1) (e
min
0	 2 Z	 a + b
min 
or
Zanin = -b/a.
Thus,	 the RMS of the spo
24e(RMS)	 (ZWin
and on Z' 0,	 RMS =-/C
r P
I
C.	 Rax Trace Code
In sections II.A-B #
	the mathematical equations-to be
used	 in	 the	 ray
	 trace
	 analysis	 of	 the	 ERXRT
	 system	 have
been presented,
	 A brief discussion of
	 the	 ray trace
	 code
used	 in	 this study is given
	 in this section.
	 The computer
ray	 trace
	 program	 can
	 be	 broken	 down	 into	 the	 following
parts:
1.
	
Define
	 input	 constants
	 for	 ERXRT	 system.	 For
Wolter I telescope
	 (Eq.3):
a t	 b,	 c,	 p ► 	 Om,	 Lp,	 Ll-If	 Xpmin4XHmax ►
z pmiW-Z Hmax ► 	 Xpmax ► 	 Z pmax?	 X Hminr	 Z Hmin-
For converging microscope:
Fm	 1p	 1.5,	 2 m.)
M	 2#	 3,	 4,	 5,	 6 1
	 6. 5,	 7,	 8)
LH'	 L E	 (varied from minimum to
maximum values)
Iwhere	 Lp #	LH,	 LEI	 f	 Lr:,	 are	 the	 axial	 lengths of	 the
respective	 surfaces	 and	 are	 measured	 from	 the
intersection point 
of 
each subscription.
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2.	 Assign direction
	 cosines	 to	 an	 incident	 ray.	 Xt
has	 been	 assumed
	 that	 the	 incident
	 ray	 is	 in	 the
X-Z plane and makes an angle (x with respect to
	 the
Z	 axis.	 The	 angle a assumes values	 O l
	0.25,	 0.50,
2.5 arc-min.
3.	 Set	 up	 a	 grid	 on	 the	 entrance
 pupil,	 which	 is	 an
X.
imaginary	 plane	 perpendicular	 to	 the	 optical	 axis
located at Zpmax, such that each ray will pass thru
equal	 areas	 on	 the	 entran-.e	 pupil.	 For	 RMS
ii
calculations,
	 a	 rectilinear	 grid	 is	 used
	 where
3 t 844	 rays pass thru the ERXRT system for a=0,
	 For
point spread	 function	 (PSF)	 calculations,	 polar
coordinates Rop ^ 0	 on	 the	 entrance pupil	 are	 used
where
0	
o, A^, 2Aq),	 MO.. A^
A¢ 	 1800
2
R Rol	 "'Pndn)	 %2	 [Rol + A31/20
2	 1^2R6t,	 [R0 I + (NRO- 1) A	 X	 X)pma
2 X	
(NROA	 (Xpn,.Ix prtdn)
NPITO	 3000
ua NRD	 100
The reflection symmetry of the ERXR T system about
the X-Z plane is used to obtain the intercepts of
the rays, which would have passed thru the entrance
pupil for ^ 0 - 180 0 to 360 0 .	 Thus, 600p000 rays
have been used to compute the PSF of the ERXRT
system.
4. For each field angle a j a ray is traced thru each
grid point on the entrance pupil, using the
equations outlined in Section II.A.	 For a given
ray, it is necessary that this ray intercepts each
mirror surface of the ERXRT system of the specified
lengths before arriving at the image '
 plane and
being used in RMS and PSI' calculations. For each
field angle, the rays which actually intercept the
image plane are counted for the vignetting study.
5. After completing the ray trac(,. for all grid points
at a given field angle, the RMS blur circle radius
is evaluated from the equations in Section II.B for
a series of image planes, such that defocusing
effects can be studied.
	 Also, the optimum image
surface, i.e., the loci of jM ag(', pointS with
minimum RMS blur circle radius, is computed,
21
G. The PSP is evaluated by setting up a NXG by NYG
grid on the image surface. For each field angle,
the ray intercepts with the image plane are sorted
into different image grid locations. The number of
rays per image plane cell time the element of area
AA (-collecting area divided by the total number of
rays Incident upon the telescope) is a measure of
the PSF.	 The size of the image plane grid is
chosen such that all rays will be incident within
the image grid. Generally # NXG - NYG 1;t 41 has been
used for the number of grid points.
III. RESULTS
In this chapter the results of the ray trace
analysis of the BRXRT system are presented. Results have
been obtained for the microscope focal lengths, Fm, to have
values of 1 1
 1.5, and 2 meters and for the microscope
magnification, M, to have values of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6.5, 7,
8x. The field angle, a , has assumed values of 0, .25, .5,
•••, 2.5 arc-mins where it has been recognized that the
measured resolution of the S056 0
 Wolter I optics varies
from 0.75 arc-sec on-axis to approximately l arc-sec over a
field of view of + 2.5 arc-mins.
The overriding objective in developing this chapter
is to present the performance data on a wide range of
coupled Wolter I (S056) microscope systems such that a,
microscope configuration can be identified for optimum
coupling between the S056 telescope and the CCD detester
array located in the focal plane of the microscope. Input
and analysis of interim data by the MSFC ERXRT design team
and the MSFC principal investigator have been instrumental
in restricting the range of Fm and M variables such that
recommendations on a finalized mirror design to be used in
the fabrication effort can be made.
Specific data presented in this chapter will
^a
21
include:	 (1) in Section A, a discussion.of intrinsic;
microscope variables, such as the mirror surface
parameters, the glancing angle, 0 in' , and the intersection
diameter as a function of M;	 (2) in Section f3, an
evaluation of the RMS spot radius versus the field angle
for differ:ant values of M, Fm, and image plane
displacements, h Z, from the nominal location; (3) in
Section C, an analysis of vignetting effects thru plots of
the percents energy loss versus the lengths of the
microscope hyperboloid and ellipsoid mirror surfaces for
selected field angles;	 and a comparison of the percent
f
energy loss and RMS spot radius; (4) in Section D, a study
of the point spread function in the meridional and sagittal
plane versus image plane coordinates for selected field
angle, magnification, focal length of the microscope and
hyperboloid and ellipsoid lengths; (5) in Section E,
optimization of the microscope mirror lengths for coupling
the 5056 telescope to the CCD detector array for the ERXRT
system; and (G) in Section E, a design of appropriate
aperture stops for the selected mirror design to vignette
unwanted radiation and prevent it from striking the
detector.	 In Chapter IV, conclusions and recommendations
based on the data given in this chapter will be presented.
f
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A. Intrinsic Microscope Variables
As indicated in Chapter 11, the microscope surface
parameters (A il , B1.11 CH# Z Ofjj Alai B E ► CEO ZOL,), which are
given	 by	 C-qs.4a-d,	 5a-d,
	 are	 functions	 of
	 F.	 and	 M,	 when
the	 Wolter	 I	 telescope	 configuration	 is	 fixed.	 For
kl
microscope systems of interest for use in the ERXRT system
ie
i	
^^'
(Fm=l,	 1.5,	 2	 meters
	 and	 M=5,6,6.5,^7,8x),	 Tables	 1,2,3
present	 the	 surface	 parameters,	 minimum	 hyperboloid	 and
ellipsoid	 lengths	 and	 the	 X-Z	 plane	 intersection
coordinates.	 It	 should	 be	 noted	 that	 LH I	and	 L C,	 given	 in
Tables 1-3 are the minimum axial lengths of the hyperboloid
and ellipsoid microscope mirror
	
surfaces such	 that all	 the
radiation incident upon the S056, Wolter I telescope, which
is	 parallel	 to	 the	 optical	 axis,	 will	 be	 reflected	 by	 the
microscope	 to	 the	 BRXRT	 focal	 point.	 Furthermore,	 it	 is
interesting	 to	 note,	 that	 the	 K	 value	 for	 the	 microscopes
defined by Tables 1-3 are given by
bS
M K
5 0.808
6 0.831
6.5 0.840
7 0.848
8 0.86 4
where these results are independent of the value of Fm
25
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within the range of consideration and K is defined by
iS	 L (. ' + r,
2Xw
Previous x-ray microscope systems, which have been
fabricated, have had K values ranging from 0.98(refi.8) to
1.87 (ref.9) . Current manufacturing techniques have suggested
that typical midplane diameters for x-ray microscopes are
in the range of 10 to 40 mtn and the element lengths can be
up to double these dimensions 10 For the ERXRT system a
goal of K=2.5 has been set. The effects of increasing the
hyperboloid and ellipsoid length over the minimum lengths
given in "fable 1-3 will be reported in Section C.
In Fig.3, the midplane diameters of the ERXRT
microscope system are displayed as a Function of the
magnification for Fm w 1, 1.5, 2 meters, where Eq.6 was
used to compute these results. It should be noted that for
Fm = 2 meters and M 5 and 8x, the midplane diameter
varied from 42mm to 28mm, respectively, which are well
within the range of manufactorable systems. Figure 4
presents the glancing angle at the intersection point of
the microscope system versus the magnification for an axis
radiation incident ujrun the SO56, Wolter T telescope. Note
from Eq.9e that Om' is only a function of the glancing
29
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angle, p m, at the intersection point of the Wolter I
	 i
telescope and the magnification, M, of the microscope. For
magnifications in the range of 5 to 8x, Om' varies from
1.10 to 1.03 degrees, respectively. 	 figures 5 and 6 give
the glancing angles $H' and O E as a function of the Wniter
I entrance pupil radius Ro for the magnifications M = 5, 6
6.5, 7, 8 and for on axis radiation incident upon ERXRT
system. The results presented in F'igs.5 and 6 have been
obtained from the ray trace analysis by computing the angle
between the ray vectors A 2 , A3 and the surface tangent
vectors to H' and E, respectively.	 Although 0H' is a
stronger function of Ro than 4E; both 4 H ' and . QE are
within an acceptable range to achieve high reflectivities
from the microscope mirror surfaces for the wavelengths
under consideration for the ERXRT system.
B. RMS Spot Radius Analysis
In this section, the RMS spot radius data versus the
field angle for different values of M, F., the displacement
AZ of a flat image plane from the nominal position will be
presented and discussed. The purpose of this analysis is
to establish an upper bound -on resolution of ERXRT as.
measured by RMS as a function of >•m and M of the microscope
30
subsystem.
	
Also, defncusing effects will be analyzed.
Figures 7-9
	 give	 the	 RMS spot	 radius as
	 a	 function
of	 the	 field	 angle	 for	 the	 ERXRT	 system	 with	 the
microscope	 image	 to object distance	 FM equal	 to	 1,	 1.5 # 	 2m
and	 the magnification M varying
	 from 2 to 8x.	 The general
trends are
	 that	 the	 RMS	 for a given	 field	 angle	 decreases
with	 increasing	 values	 of	 Fm	 for	 constant M	 and	 that	 the
it
RMS for a given field angle increases with increasing M for
a	 constant	 Fill.	 For
	 the	 calculation' s	 given	 in	 Figs.	 7-8,
the	 image plane has the nominal	 location at P3	 (see	 Fig.2),
and	 the microscope mirror
	 lengths LH,	 Lp, have	 the minimum
lengths given
	 in	 Tables	 1-3.	 Figure	 10	 plots	 the
	 RMS
versus magnification 	 for
	 Fin = 1,2m at a	 field
	
angle of	 2.5
arc-mina.	 It	 follows	 that	 the	 RMS	 at	 the	 full	 field	 is	 a
linear	 function	 of	 the	 magnification.	 Also,	 for	 Fm	 =2	 lint
the	 RMS	 is	 a	 stronger
	 function	 of	 the	 magnification	 than
for Fm = 2m.
1-4 By removing the constraints that the mic'roscnpe
mirror surfaces have, the minimum lengths, the RMS versus
field angle over the nominal image plane for FM = 1.5m were
calculated for maximum mirror lengths and are presented in
Fig.11.	 The actual lengths- of the microscope mirror
surfaces used in Fig.11 are given in Table 4.
31
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TABLE 4; Lengths of H', S Mirror Surfaces
of Microscope for Fm
	
150 cm
used in rig .10.
6	 9.35261	 4.95065	 5.22
7	 9.46021
	
4.33431	 5.75
8	 9.69431	 3.87089	 6.37
it is clear after comparing the RMS for a given field angle
and magnification between Figs.8 and 11 that there are
significantt, losses in resolution by increasing the mirror
lengths. Hnwever, there is a compensating effect of an
increased through put of energy from the entrance, pupil to
the image plane, which will be discussed more fully in
Section C. For an additional comparison of the RMS with
minimum and maximum mirror length systems, Fig.12 gives the
RMS versus the field angle for Fm = lm and M = 6x. From
Fig.12, it follows that for field angles greater than 0.5
arc-mills the microscope mirror lengths have a significant
influence on the RMS of the s ystem.	 Optimization of the
microscope mirror lengths for the S056 telescope and CCD
a
detector arra y to be used in the CRXRT system will be
discussed in Section E.
1
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It is generally known that, resolution of an optical
system can be improved by defocusing the image surface from
the nominal location. As a lower limit for the RMS,
Figures 13-15 present the RM$ versus the field angle on the
optimum curved
,
 image surface for FM - 1, 1.$ # 2m using the
minimum microscope mirror l9n9ths. The optimum image
surface is a concave surface facing the BRXRT system where
the displacement Az from the nominal image plane as a
function of the field angle is given by Figs.16-18,
corresponding to Figs.13-15. It is recognized that it is
not practical to make a curved image surface for the ERXRT
system, but the information given in Figs.13-18 is useful
in evaluating the depth of field and defocusing tolerances
of the ERXRT system.
For specific defocusing results, Figure 19 gives the
RMS versus the field angle over different image planes.
Each image plane has been displaced toward the microscope
from the nominal focal point F3 (see Fig.2) by an amount
AZ. The information presented in Fig.19 is used by setting
an upper limit for an axis ( a = 0 0 ) RMS, such as, one (1)
arc-sec.	 Then, by using the image plane which has been
defocused Gmm towards the microscope f an RMS of less than
one (1) arc-sec will be maintained up to 1.5 arc-mins of
1 "' ^ I - ^ ­ 3-3
7"1
field,	 By normalizing the RMS by the RMS at	 a- 2 arc-mtns
on the nominal
	
Image plane
	
(Az = 0),	 the RMS data given In
Fig.19 has been replotted in FJ,9.20 as a function of AZ for
a =	 Op	 1 1	 1.75p	 2	 arc-rains.	 Figure	 20	 is	 useful	 In
extrapolating	 the	 defocusing	 information	 presented	 in
Fig.19 to	 ERXRT systems with different values of Fin, M,	 or
K,,	 This will be considered in more detail	 in Section E.
As	 a	 closing	 comment	 on	 defocusing,	 a	 limited
evaluation of	 the effect	 on	 the	 RMS over	 the	 image	 plane
has been	 carried	 out when	 the microscope	 is	 shifted	 along
the	 symmetry	 axis	 towards	 the	 5056	 telescope	 by	 a	 small
amount	 AZ M O 	 in	 these	 calculations,	 the	 image	 plane
remained at original location F3. 	 For	 the system Fm M	 lm,
M =	 5x,	 K = 2,	 the	 RMS	 increased by	 2% at	 the field	 angle
of	 1.5
	
arc--minx	 when	 Az m	=	 2mm.	 This	 suggests	 the
microscope	 should	 be	 positioned	 at	 the design	 location	 to
within	 an	 axial	 accuracy	 of	 2mm.	 The	 effects	 of	 lateral
displacements	 or	 tilts	 of	 the	 microscope	 from	 the	 design
position have not been considered in this study.
C	 Vignetting Effects
In this section vignetting effects of the ERXRT
system will be considered. As indicated in Fig.12, there
are large increases in the RMS at field angles greater than
0.5 arc-min$ when the wicroscope mirror lengths are
increased from their minimum lengths. Howeverp there is a
compensating effect of an increased transmission of energy
for the ERXRT system when the mirror lengths are increased.
-
Figure 21 gives the percent energy loss due to vignetting
versus the field angle for Fm = lm and for minimum and
maximum microscope mirror lengths. In order to more
carefully evaluate the effect of increasing the microscope
mirror lengths on the percent energy loss, Figures 22a-c
give the percent energy loss versus the microscope
hyperboloid length for Fin = 1, 1.5m and q = 1 arc-min.
Figures 23a-c give the percent energy loss versus the
ellipsoid length. Comparing Figs.22-23, one concludes that:
the percent energy loss is a stronger function of the
hyperboloid length than of the ellipsoid length. In order
to compare the two effects of percent of energy loss and
increase in RMS, that is, the loss of resolution when the
mirror surfaces are made loncjer ► refer to Figs 24-25 for 	 I
the ERXRT system Fm -- Imp M
	 5x at (x= I arc-min. Figures
24-25	 show	 that	 the	 percent	 energy	 loss	 and
	 the	 gain	 in
resolution,	 that	 is,	 reduction	 in
	 RMS,	 are
	 reciprocal
effects and
	 that	 the hyperboloid
	 length
	
has a
	 stronger
effect on
	 both	 the	 energy loss
	 and	 resolution
	 than	 the
ellipsoid
	 length.	 The	 mirror	 lengths	 for	 Lhe	 crossing
point of
	 the energy loss
	 and RMS curves	 in Figs.24-25 may
be	 considered
	 to	 a	 first
	 approximation
	 as	 optimum
	 mirror
lengths	 for	 the purpose
	 of	 balancing	 the	 competing
	 energy
loss	 -	 RMS	 effects.
	 However,
	 matching	 of	 the	 SOSG/ERXRT
system
	
imaging 
	 characteristics	 with	 the 	 detector
capabilities and the K values of the microscope system must
`' be	 considered
	 before	 suitable	 optimization	 of	 the	 mirror
lengths can be effective.
After matching the ERXRT system imaging capabilities
with	 the
	 CCD
	 detector	 resolution
	 and	 considering
	 the
mission	 objectives	 for	 the	 field	 of	 view l
	the	 MSFC	 ERXRT
Design Team selected the microscope parameters F in = 2m and
M	 =	 8x	 for	 fabrication.	 Therefore l
	more	 detailed
vignetting
	 information	 for	 the
	 selected microscope will
	 be
given	 at	 the	 field
	 angles	 of	 1	 and
	 2	 arc-mins.
	 Figures
26-27	 present
	 the	 RMS	 and	 percent	 energy	 loss	 versus	 LHI
and	 Lr!, for
	 K = 1.5.	 Similar
	 results	 for	 K = 2.5 are given
in	 Figs-28-29.
	 It	 follows	 from
	 Figs.26-27	 that	 maximum
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transmittance (enemy transmitted t'hru the 1'RXR`C system = I
-- energy	 loss) and maximum RMS occurs	 for
	
LHf	
= L E = 2.1cm
at	 (x=	 1 1
	2	 arc-min	 for	 K =	 1.5 1	Fm = 2m,	 M = 8x.
	
Also,
front	 Figs.28-29 it	 follows that	 the maximum	 transmittance
and	 RMS	 occurs when	 L H "	 = 3.7cm, LS	 =	 3.30	 for a
	 =	 l
arc-min and
	
LS'
-=	 3.8cm,	 LE = 3.2cm when a = 2 arc-min for
K	 =	 2. 5,
	
Fm	 = 2m,	 M	 =	 8x. Further consideration
	 of	 the
optimization	 of the	 mirror lengths will	 be	 presented	 in
Section K.
In concluding the present discussion on vignetting
effects, it is interesting to note the dependence of the
RMS and transmittance on K for a given Field angle. Figure
30 gives the TAMS versus K for a = 2 arc-mins, Fm = 2m, M
8x. Figure 30 further illustrates that there can be large
variations in the RMS for a given K as a result of varying
the microscope mirror lengths. Figure 31 presents `the
transmittance versus K for a = 2 arc-mins, Fm 2m, M
.
= 8x.
The percentage variations' in the transmittance resulting
from changing the mirror lengths at _a constant: K are not as
great as those presented in Fig.30. Before an effectively
optimizing the mirror lengths, it is necessary to analyze
the behavior of the point spread function (PSG') and compare
the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the PS_F in the
6, mwa
r
i
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E^a
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N
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D. Point Spread Function
It is generally recognized in glancing incidence
x-ray optics ll
 that the RMS spot radius does not provide a
quantitative measure of resolution. Experience has shown
that the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the point spread
function (PSF) is more in keeping with the measured
resolution of glancing incidence X-ray optical
systems. 12-13
 Using conventional ray tracing techniques,
PSF calculations require several orders of magnitude more
rays to be traced than RMS calculations. There is a need
for new theoretical developments in glancing incidence
x-ray optics such that the PSF can readily be evaluated.
Interesting prospects are in progress for applying the
analytical flux flow equation1 4 to glancing incidence
systems and for developing a general aberration theory for
glancing incidence systems which would not be limited to
the intersection zone of such optical systems.15-16
However, in this study only conventional ray tracing
methods have been used.
In this section the results for the PSF of the ERXRT
system defined by Fm = 2m, M 	 ax, K = 2.5, LH' = 3.3cm, LE
37cm will be presented. Then, by comparing the RMS data
to the PSF data for this ERXRT system a resolution scaling
1
n
factor is obtained. Using these results, optimization of
the microscope lengths for the fabrication effort will be
presented in Section E.
Tables 5, 6, 7 give the ray distribution (number of
rays per image plane cell) over half of the X-Y image plane
(Y>/O) for the field angles a = 0.5 ? 1, 2 arc-minutes off
axis. Also, the number of rays with constant X and Y
coordinates, partial sums of rays, and percent of total
rays at given distance from the axis are given. The point
spread function (PSF) is computed by multiplying the number
of rays per image plane cell times the area per ra y at the
entrance pupil, AA = 2.50203x10 -5 cm 2 f and the inci-
dent x-ray flux density at the system.
The ►neridional line spread function has been
evaluated from data in Tables 5-7 and is plotted in
Figs.32, 33, 34 for the field angles a = 0.5 1 1 1 2
arc-minutes.	 It should be noted that Figs.32-34 are in
fact a plot` of the IYGII data in Tables 5-7 versus XG.
Since the image plane ray distributions are strongly
aberrated, it is not useful to plot analogous graphs to
Figs.32-34 in the sagittal direction. Rather, Figures 35,
36, 37 represents slices of the point spread function at
constant X. The wedges in the center of the sagittal line
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spread	 functions	 in	 Figs.35-37	 result	 from	 the	 strong
aberrations	 and	 the	 vignetting
	 effects.	 (For	 on	 axip-,-
radiation,
	
all	 ray	 are	 incident	 Into	 a	 single	 cell,	 as
designed.)
Tables	 5-7	 and	 Figs.32-37	 contain	 Significant
information about the performance of the ERXRT system.
	
The
iI
results can	 be summarized,	 in Fart,	 by Fig.38,	 which	 plots
different measures	 of	 resolution	 (RMS,	 FWHM,	 50%	 enclosed
energy)	 versus	 the field	 angle.	 Laboratory experience has
suggested	 that	 the	 average	 of	 the
	 meridional	 and	 sagittal
FW11M	 provides	 a	 reasonable	 measure	 of	 resolution
	 for
glancing	 incidence	 x-r,-,iy	 systems.	 Table	 8	 details,	 these
results.
I ^	
I
iW 	 TABLE 8
Pie	 angle RMS(arc-sec) Average Scale Factor
Arc-minutes FWHM(arc-secs) RMS/Av.FWHM
2.88760.17197 U.099553
1.0 0.86073 0.378115 2.276
2.0 3.4377 1.1615 2.9597
Also, given	 in Table 8 is a scaling	 factor which is defined
as	 the	 ratio of	 the RMS to	 the average FWHM value,	 In
44
Mr
1.
order to transform the RMS data for different microscope
mirror lengths into resolution data, it is proposed to
divide the RMS data by the scaling factors given in Table
8. This will be considered in more detail In Section E.
Before closing the present discussion of the point spread
function, it is useful to note the percent of energy
contained under the central peak of the line spread
functions in Figs.32-37.
r
Table 9 gives the transmittance of the ERXRT system
under consideration and the percent energy under peaks of
line spread function.
TABLE 9
Field Angle Transmittance Energy at FWHM	 (1)(arc-rains) M Meridional	 Sagittal
0.5 IM62.15 10.0
1.0 35.6 5,5 6.5
2.0 16.0 2.3 3.7
A practical consideration in determining
	 the resolution	 over
the	 field of	 view	 for	 the	 ERXRT system	 is the	 threshold
power	 for operation	 of	 the	 CCD detectors. This	 point
should	 be analyzed	 more	 carefully than	 was possible	 with
CCD data available for	 this study.
45
E. Optimization of the Microsa"o
The microscope variables available for optimization
are the focal length, F ill , the magnification, and the mirror
lengths L^1 1 and LE. As a result, the overall length
consideration, the MSFC ERXRT design teams have selected FM
	
2m for the fabrication effort. 	 in terms of the
magnification, the plate factor (Pr-) for the ERXHT is
180 3600 arc-secs I
190. 5 c	 M
1082.754888 arc-secs	 (32a)
M	 cm
By matching the limit of resolution or the 8056 telescope
(0.8 arc-sacs) to two adjacent 30 micron pixels on the
image plane, the desired plate factor for the EIIXRT system
is
0.8 arc-secs	 arc-secs
P• =	 133 1/3	
CAI
	(32b)0.0060CM 
Equating Egs.32a-b and solving for M gives
M = 8.12.	 (32c)
Taking these calculations into consideration the t+SFC ERXRT
design team has selected for the fabrication M = 8x f which
46
	'js
	
has the plate factor
arc-secs
PF =; 135.3443610
	
	 (33)
cm
Using the plate factor given by Eq-33 1 the half field of
view for the 32OX 512-30 micron CCD array is
1/2 field of view = 65 x 104 arc-secs
1/2 diagonal view = 122 arc-secs. (34)
In view of Eq. 34 0
 a practical half field of view of ERXRT
will be considered to be 1.75 arc-minutes. it now remains
to optimize the mirror lengths of the ERXRT.
As established in Sections B-D, the RMS and
transmittance increase with increasing LH', LE-	 However,
it is d e s i r a b 1 e to select L H I , L E for maximum
transmittance. Then select the fabrication constant X such
s.
that the resolution at 1.75 arc-min field angle corresponds
to the limit of resolution of the 5056 telescope.
	 Figure
39 give.s the RMS versus K at a = 1.75 arc-min for LH' , LE
which give the maximum transmittance. Using the scaling
factor 2.9597 from Table 8, it follows that an RMS = 2.37
arc-secs at full field will translate to sub-arc second
W4
	
li	
resolution.	 K = 2.02 is optimum. Figure 40 displays
(L jj '/L E ) versus K for maximU51 transmittance at	 Ct = 1.75
arc-minutes, which indicates (L[I I /LE) - 1.055 for K - 2, or
W = 2.9160 cm
L r,-	 = 2.7640 cm.	 (35)
in view of the resolution improvements resulting
from defocusing the image plane, discussed in Section 8,
which were not considered in Table 8, and from laboratory
experience with the 5056 optics, one may expect the
potential resolution to be a little better than 0.6
arc-secs for the microscope defined by Eq.35j which suggest
building the microscope with maximum E. (=2.5) for maximum
transmittance
L H I = 3.82 cm	 Mr-2.5)
LE = 3.2951 cm.	 (36)
The RMS and transmittance for the microscope defined by
Eqs.36 is given in Table 10.
TABLE 10
(arc-min) Transmittance (%)ISMS (arc-secs)
62.15
 .17T97-
0.75 .46634 57.90
1.0 .54292 45-70
1.25 1.51317 31-89
1.50 2.2303 25.70
1.75 3.0472 21.59
2.0 3.9754 18.6
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7-7
r
zM
^r•
V. Aporturo --Etms-
The purpose of aperture	 stops or baffles is to,
block unwanLed radiation from striking the Imago plane CCD
detector array. There are two types 
of 
unwanted radiation
Leaving the $056 telescope ohich require different types of
baffles,
	
First, for large field angles, there are some
highly distorted rays leaving the SOSG telescope which will
strike the entrance plane of the microscope at radii
greater than the radius of il l, RII I (min) I at ZH O (max)
(=172.0978cm). These exterior, unwanted rays will miss the
microscope altogether and can be blocked from striking the
image plane by use of a large exterior baffle mounted in
ya
front of the microscope at Z 	 (max) , with a hole of
diameter 211 11 1 (min)	 (R il l (min)=1.226955 cm) centered with
respect to and perpendicular to the optical axis.
The second type of unwanted rays pass into the
interior of the microscope thru the plane at Zli l (max) with
radii less than RH' (min), but either, lilt ill and miss E or
hit S Without reflecting f rom H'. Figure 41 displays the
maximum and minimum aperture radii as a function of the
field angle.	 RlS refers to radii on the front aperture
plane at ZIj 1 (max) and R2S, the back aperture plane at
sZE(min).	 For field angles greater than 0.5 arc - train
i 's of
^A
R1, S (max) is greater than R1.1' (min) resulting 'in exterior
unwanted rays. These rays can not be used for the present
microscope imaging and must be blocked from striking the
image plane. It is interesting to note from Eq.6 that as
F m/ M increase, the microscope intersection diameter
increases which is one way to increase RH'(min), and thus,
to minimize the exterior unwanted rays. Also, from Fig.41,
R2S(max) is greater than RE(min) (=1.4353703 cm) at ZF(min)
which indicates the presence of interior, unwanted rays for
 
field angles greater, than 0.25 arc-rains. Since R2 S (miry) is
constant as a function of the field angle, it would appear
that the s-,cond aperture stop does not have a strong
influence on rays which strike both H' and C.	 It is also
interesting to note that for cc=0 the value RS1(min)
1.7784 from Fig.41 is consistent with the following:
f	 ,
RSj.
	
(Fw—ZM'(max)) tan 40m
f	
= (190.5-172.0978) tan(4*.9160)cm
= 1.1784 cm
where the fact that the microscope intersection rays are
adjacent to front aperture stop for an axis incident light
r fi	 and make an angle of 40'm with the Z axis have been used.
The data presented in Fig.41 was based on the ray
intercepts with the aperture planes of both the wanted and
7
r
f
14
Fide
unwanted rays. Table 11 presents the minimum values of RSI
and R,1332 for the wanted rays, ie, rays which Intercept H'
for RSI and both IV and E for RS2-
TABLE il
cx 
I 
(arc -in i n) RS1,min	 (cm) RS20min	 (cm)
1-17 84 1 q .'3'x'1'-`
1.1755 1:3967
.75 1.1758 1.3975
1.0 1.1757 1.3975
1.5 1.1762 1.3975
2.0 1.1762 1.3975
in order to select rad.) for the aperture, stops to be used
in the ERXRT system, both RMS and transmittance
calculations have been done for field angles 0, .5 f 1 1 1.5,
1.75, 2 arc-mins and for RS1 = 1.16, 1.17, 1.175, 1i,1764,
1.1779, 1.18 cm and RS2 = 1.35, 1.36, ---r 1.40 cm. The
results were independent of RS2 in the range of 1.35 to
1.3^ cm. When RS2 = 1 - 40 cm, the microscope intersection
rays are blocked, resulting in large RMS values.
Therefore,
RS2 = 1.35 to 1.3975 cm
is the recommended value for radius of the back aperture
stop. Table 12 presents the RMS, transmittance, and number
of unwanted rays for R S2 = 1.3r1 Cm. It follows from the
52
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0 0
959 959
755 393
1331 238
1433 179
1505 170
0 0
310 310
540 178
1195 102
7.330 76
1403 68
0 0
74 74
438 76
1121 28
1270 16
1347 12'
0 0
18 18
410 48
1107 14
1258 4
1337 2
0 0
0 0
400 38
1103 10
1256 2
1335 0
4
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'1ABLL 12: R S2	 1.39 cm
TRANSMITTANCE #0WANTGb RAYS
i	 R51 (cm) a(arc-mins) RMS (arc-secs)	 ItWanted	 ALL	 iNT8RI0R
,_	 r
1.16 0 0 100 3844
0.5 .1719 62.1 2389
1.0 .9499 45.7 1757
1.5 2.230 25.7 988
1.75 3.050 21.6 830
2.0 3.975 19.8 760
k	 ,, 1.17 0 0 100 3844
i .5 .1719 62.1 2389
1.0 .9499 45.7 1757
1.5 2.230 25.7 988
1.75 3.050 21.6 830
u 2.0 3.975 18.4 716
1.175 0 0 100 3844
.5 .1719 62.1 2389
1.0 .9499 45.7 1757
1.5 2.230 25.7 988
1.75 3.050 21.6 830
E
k
2.0 3.975 18.4 716
1.1764 0 0 100 3844
.5 .172 61.9 2379
1.0 .9504 45.6 1753
1.5 2.232 25.7 986
1.75 3.05 21.4 823
2.0 3.98 18.4 714
' 1.17797 0 0 100 .3844
.5 .1724 60.6 2331
1.0 .9521 45.2 1239
1.5 2.242 25.4 976
1.75 3.063 21.3 820
2.0 3.991 18.2 710
few
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TABLE 12 - Continued
' !	 TRMSMITWCE	 #LMO.N D RAYS
R	 ^CITI^	 (- ns)	 RMS (arc-Secs)
	 vS1	 aacITI
	
/o Y/4Jented	 ALL INTERIOR
.;	 1. 1.8	 0	 0	 91.9	 3 512	 0	 0
	
.5	 .1733	 58.0 2229
	
0	 0
'	 1.0	 .9593	 93.7 1679	 900	 38
	
1.5	 2.283	 29.3	 939	 1103	 10
	
1.75	 3.121	 20.9	 786	 1256	 2
	
2.0	 9.075	 17.6	 678	 1335	 0
!	 1.19	 0	 0	 37.7 1998	 0	 0
	.5	 .1718	 97.5 1827	 0	 0
	
1.0.9772	 38.6 1985	 0	 0
	
1.5
	
2.299	 20.9	 802	 1103	 10
	
1.75	 3.393	 17. 3 	 666	 1256	 2
	
2.0	 9.37 9 	14.9	 57 9 	1335	 0
a
t	
1
a
i
a
^	 A
z
x
s
J
53-a
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data in `fable 12 that the RMS and transmittance are not
affected by increasing RS1 = 1.16, 1.17, 1.175, 1.1764,
1.17797 cui, but there are large reductions in the number of
unwanted interior rays. However, when R S1 is further
increased to 1.18 or 1.19 cm, there are increases in RMS,
resulting from blockage of good imaging rays near the
microscope intersection point, and there is some reduction
in the number of unwanted, interior rays. from this data,
1.175 cm<R51 < 1.17797 cm
is the recommended radius of the front aperture stop. It
should be noted that for the aperature stops defined by
Egs.38a-b there are some unwanted, interior rays which pass
thru the same aperture	 space as good imaging rays, and
^^ re
s
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The mathematical equations and computer programs
have been developed for ray tracing a coupled Wolter r
telescope (5--056 optics) and a glancing incidence
hyperboloid-ellipsoid x-ray microscope. The intrinsic
microscope variables (glancing angle Om', intersection
diameter 2x *, and surface parameters) have been evaluated
and analyzed for the microscope focal. lengths Fn, _ 'l, 1.5,
2m and magnifications M	 5, 6 j H.S, 7, 8.
	
The RMS spot
radius as a 'function of the field angles 0, .25, • • •, 2.5
arc-mins on a flat- image plane have been computed in order
to evaluate the effect of magnification variations, varying
microscope focal lengths, defocusing the image plane and
vignetting effects. The point spread function has also
been analyzed for Fm = 2m, M = 8x, and microscope mirror
lengths LH'	 3.3 cm and Lp	 3.7 cm.
	
Taking this data
into account, the microscope has been optimized to co%':ple
the 5056 optics to the proposed CCD detector array such
that the ERXRT system provides sub -arc seconds resolution
over a field of view of ± 2 arc-mins with a energy
transmittance of 20% at 2 arc-minutes off axis and 40% at 1
arc -minute off axis. The recommended microscope to achieve
these goals is defined by
5a
-M
Mr
Fill	 =	 2m,	 M	 8x,	 K	 =	 2.5
LH'	 =	 3.82 cm,	 LE = 3.2951	 cm
where	 the flat	 image plane
	 is defocused by 4mm towards	 the
microscope.
Three
	
aperture	 stops	 have also been designed	 to
block	 unwanted	 radiation	 fro ►n	 striking	 the	 image	 plane.
First,	 in	 the	 plane
	 at	 the	 front	 of	 the	 microscope
hyperboloid surface Z H I (max)	 = 172.0978 cm,
	 there should be
two	 baffles.	 One	 stop should	 have	 a	 large hole of
	 radius
R Ij I (min)
	 = 1.22696 cm.	 The second stop should be a disk of
radius
	 Rs i	=	 1.17797
	 cm.	 Both	 of	 the	 stops	 in	 the	 front
aperture	 plane	 should	 be	 centered
	 with	 respect	 to	 the
optical axis.
	 The second aperture	 plane should be at	 the
rear of the microscope ellipsoid surface Z E (min)	 = 164.9827
CM.	 Within
	 the	 second aperture	 plane,	 a	 disk	 of	 radius
RS2	 1.3975	 cm.	 should	 be	 centered	 with	 respect	 to	 the
optical	 axis.	 Depending	 upon	 microscope
	 fabrication
LI
techniques	 used,
	 it	 may
	 be	 necessary	 to	 redesign	 the
aperture	 stops for the manufactured system.
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APHNDIX A;	 X-Ray Microscope Systum Parameters
71 The	 x-ray	 microscope	 system
	 parameters	 will	 be
derived by using the same coordinate system as used in the
design	 of	 the
	
5056	 x-ray	 telescope.	 From	 Fig.A-1,
	 Fl	 is
the	 focus	 of	 H-	 and	 E-mirror,	 F 2	 is	 the	 second	 focus	 of
H-mirror,	 and	 1? 3	 is	 the	 second	 focus	 of	 the	 E-mirror.	 it
fi is assumed	 that F2 is also	 the focus of	 the Wolter Type I
(S056)	 x-ray	 telescope.	 It	 also	 follows	 Fw	 is	 the	 focal
length	 of	 the	 S056	 telescope,	 and	 Fm	 (=F2F3)	 is	 the	 axial
focal	 length	 of	 the	 x-ray microscope.	 Then	 the	 center
coordinates	 of	 K-	 and	 E-mirror,	 011,
	 QE,	 will	 be	 given	 by
(OOZ 0 1i)	 ( O ' Z oE)	 where
z01,	 r'w + C 11
7-	 r'	 rnj + CEoE	 v7
The	 equations	 for	 x-ray	 microscope	 surfaces	 in	 S056
coordinate system are for the ellipsoid
z	 z	 XOE	 +
2A	 B EE
WIN (A -1)
ai
--	 ------ ---
I 	 I
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►
& H,
where B E2 = Ar,, 2 - CL-^ 2 , and for the hyperboloid,
1% 1)	 2V_	 Xz - z 019
All 
2	
BIT
where H2 = Cil 2 - AH 
2 .
(A-2)
if Fw, Fm are specified, one can solve for AE, B E p Ali, and
BH-
Referring to Fig-A-2, define the magnification of the x-ray
microscope (M) rAs, the ratio of the image distance divided
by the object distance:
M = LI/Lo	 (A-3)
where the oi-.)ject is located at F2 and the image location at
F3- The object distance is measured from the object to the
intersection point of H- and E-m i rrors. it is desirable to
obtain expression for the microscope parameters in terms of
M, Fm, and Om (glancing angle at intersection point of
telescope).	 The first step is to solve for 0 m l , the
glancing incidence angle intersection point of the rays
with H-mirror sucface. Using the assumption that reflected
x"14 	 ORIGINAL PAGLir 19
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rays from the 11-mirror makes 0 111 ,
 
angle with the E-mirror
and the extension of this ray, passes through Fl, one can
derive the following relations:
Considering the A 1F21F3t and using the law of sines
gives	
Li	 Lo
sin (40m )
	
sin 4 (Om' -OM)
Therefore, from Eq.A-3
L I
	 sin (4 0 M)
Lo
	
sin [4(r)m ' - om)i
or
"'MOW
sin (4 (0m 1-0 M)l	 sin (400)/M
O m '	 0 + 1 sin	 sin (40In)M T	 in
M
Equa t ion A-4 gives 0 m l as function of M.
Using the law of sines to the A F 2 1r*3 gives
L I
	
= r M	
F M
sin (400
	
sin 0- 4(3 m ')
	
sin (40m"
(A-4)
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*9:Ui (4 I
I - 
rm sin (40., I )
The Intersection point coordinates can I
X* - L, sin [4(om'-0m)),
Using Eq.A-5, then
X* W v, Sin(40mj sin (4(0 m 1 - 0 m) )
sin [401It
Using Eq.A-4 gives
sin 2 (40m )
m
X*	 m	 (A-6)
m
sin(40 m
Equation A-G gives X*, radios at intersection point of the
Microscope, as a Function of magnification m where F ►-fl , oln
are fixed.
Iq
Using the law of sines for A r'2 1F 3 gives
L 0	 r1m	 Fm
	sin[4(e 1-0	 sin(it-40
	 sin(40
m m	 m	 m
L	 60
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Using
	 Eq.A- 4
rm	 si.n(40m)
Lo	
.W (A- 7)
M	 sin(40
The Z	 coordinates of 	 the
	 intersection point of H and E
mirror can be written as
7*	 rw ^ L. cos (40m)
rm
	
sin (80m) A-8
(	 )w ^ ` E	 sin	 0 r)
,
{!
where Eq.A --i
 has been used.
`f
f	
f^
t From the properties of the ellipsoid, one can write
^k r
FBI + I F	 2A (A-9)
where	 zF	 =	 L	 which
	 is	 given
	
b	 L	 .A-3	 I,	 .!	 ^	 g	 5.	 Since	 the
C extension
	
of	 the
	 reflected	 ry	 from	 the
	
H-mirro r passes
through Fi, then the angle<F2FjI=4ee2@
LL- 61
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1
The refore,
X*	 Lo sin (400)	 (A- 10)
F1 1	 sin(40m-20
	
sin (4em-20m')m ')
Y
Then Eq.A-9 becomes
x a
_AE
L	 si.n	 (4e	 )o	 M L^+
L
sin.	 { 4 6	 _2e	
^)
m	 m
I
Using
	 Egs.A-9,5,7,
F	 sin(40	 )
A	 m	 m
E
sin	 (40 )	 + 1
m {A-11)
I. 2	 sin (40m') M sin (4em-20 m')
From the properties of an ellipse
F1 3F	 - 2c E'	 (A-12)
Considering the A	 F F T, one can write1	 3
2C
	
- 
L 
sin(28m 1 )	 sin (40m-20m) j
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'	 or
LI	 sin (20m')
E 2	 sin (40 n1-2 m')
Using Eq.A-5 gives
5
V-111	
sin (40m) sin (20m')
CE	
2	 sin (40 	 sin (40m- 20	 (A-13)
Also,
13p 2 = AE 2 - CE2.
Y
The H mirror parameters are derived as Lhc: following from
B
the properties of the hyperboloid. One can write
F F	 = 2CH 	 (A-14)
Using the law of sines for the A FIB' 21 give
	
r	 1r2	 Lo
	
F	
sin (20m ')	 sin (40m-20m)
i
	
}it	 C
v
S
Y
` 	 1
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so
I^	 sin(20m')
rII
sin(40m-2nm'
Using Sq.A
-7 gives
ism	 sin(40m)	 sin(2Unt' )
C^ 
I
-
2M	 sin(40 m '	 SiT1 400-2Qm') ,	 (A-15)
i`
'J
Using the properties of
	 the hyperbola gives
i
(A-6)
where = Lo and F11
	 is given by Eq.A--10. JP21:
nj 7
;^^ Then,
FAH	
m	 sin{4 0 ms)	 sin(40m)	
- 1 (A-17)
u, 2M	 sin(4O tn ')	 si.n(4Um-2F?m'
^^ i
Also,
Bji2 2C H 	 AID"
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SUMMARY:
H-mirror Parameters:
(z-ZO1I) 2 - 
x2
E 2 2 -
III1:
s
ZoIIrw^_GII
r
m
sin (4Om) s in ( 2 0m')
era{ 2M sin (40 m ') sin (40th- 2.Qm')
Ali
sin (4Q m) sin (4p 
m
2M sin ( 40 m ') sin ( 4©m- 2E3nt')
r
r 2 2	 2
A^
Om'	 = Om -1-	 sin sin (4 0
M	
to
I
4
f
i
N
6
iti a
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T,
k E-mirror Parameters:
(Z-z
oE )
2
-	
x2	
= 1
A 2E
B2
4
ZoE	
F 
- 
rm + CE
Fm sin(40m) 1 +	 sin(40m)
.
_
AE 2 sin(40m') M sin(40m-20m')
^.
Fm sin(40m) sin(20m')
C	 _E
2 s.in (40m') sin(40 -20	 )mm '
t^
' 2	 2B E CE
2^
Mid-Point Parameters:
^r
a
L^	 Fm sin (40 m) Lo = rm
	
sin(40
m
t
#„ sin (40m') M	 sin(40m')
F sin 2 (40m)
X*
M sin(40
M
F
	
sin (80
m	 (	 m)Z*Fw _ _
2M	 sin(46m')
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FIG. 3
	 Microscope intersection diameter mrsuc. the magnification.
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